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Say
what?

The makeup of AMPRO XPTM will help
significantly increase blood platelet in
dengue virus infected patients and will
help reduce body temperature. And it will
help normalize blood pressure, assists in
weight control among many other
benefits. Its potent anti-inflammatory and
antioxidant rating (ORAC 73,111
μmole/187ml) will improve and inhibit
platelet aggregation and counter insulin
resistance. It also may protect the brain
and kidneys against oxidative stress and
high blood cholesterol. AMPRO XPTM will
help mitigate Malaria fever.
AMPROTM is suitable for men, women and
children under supervision of healthcare
service provider or your physician. Be sure to
drink extra water when consuming AMPRO
XPTM and don't exercise in the heat. It might
cause you to become dehydrated. Best Served
Cold. Recommended dose size is 60 ml per
serving unless directed differently by your
Physician.

Lower your risk of heart
attacks and strokes
Heart-healthy advantages stem from the fact that AMPRO XPTM
limits the effects of cardiac fibrosis, a hardening of the heart
tissue in addition to AMPROR's XP ability to help reducing
cholesterol.

Normalize blood pressure
and blood sugar
Resveratrol is known to normalize both insulin and blood
pressure levels which as a result will reverse many diseases.

Metabolic Support
AMPRO XPTM plays a crucial role in neuronal energy
metabolism at both the organism level and the
Cellular level; it boosts your immunity to illness and will make
you feel better than ever before.

Anti-urinary infection
Daily bombardment with these harmful chemicals are creating
an over-burdened liver, weakening the immune system and
disrupting the delicate hormonal balance.

Anti-hormones imbalance
AMPRO XPTM is an ultimate dietary supplement for hormones
control functions of entire organs, affecting such diverse
processes as growth and development, reproduction, and sexual
characteristics. Very small amounts of hormones imbalance can
trigger very large responses in the body.

These statements have not been evaluated by
US Food & Drug Administration. This product
is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or
prevent any disease
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